
Australasian College of Legal Medicine

EXPERT WITNESS TRAINING PROGRAM

Overview
Legal Medicine encompasses the interchange between medicine and law and nowhere is this more
apparent than when clinicians are invited to provide expert witness testimony. This is provided as
either the treating clinician or to provide an independent assessment of a circumstance within the
domain of the clinician’s expertise. Being an expert witness requires providing a report and/or
attending a court or tribunal and is often stressful for the clinician concerned.

The Australasian College of Legal Medicine (ACLM) runs training programs to familiarise clinicians as
to what is required within such situations. The course includes didactic lectures to offer advice as to
what is expected of the expert by the instructing solicitor, the barrister and the adjudicator (such as
the judge). It instructs the clinician how to behave within set situations. There is also provision of
didactic / interactive advice from an experienced expert witness.

Each participant is expected to submit a de-identified Court-ready report at least three weeks prior
to the course. These reports are critically marked to provide advice as to how they can be improved
and they serve as a basis to be led and cross-examined in a moot (a mock trial) involving real lawyers
in a courtroom environment. This introduces the participants to all facets of expert witness training
with the aim of both meeting the expectations of the legal profession while concurrently not
ignoring that which is due to the expert by way of compensation and consideration.

Moot Court
The Moot Court begins after lunch in the afternoon on Day 1 and continues on Day 2.
The moot is based on the case reports/material submitted by each candidate which the ‘expert’
marks and provides to each of the barristers and the judge before the day so that they can
coordinate who will do what and if necessary the order of the cases. The barristers alternate
between leading and cross examining.

Before each candidate enters the witness stand they are asked to give an overview of the material
facts of the case in which they are appearing as a witness, in order for the audience to understand
the nature of the case.

After each moot, the performance of the candidate is openly discussed with all participants invited
to comment and a summary given before the start of the next case. The marked copies are returned
to the candidates upon completion of the course.



Expert Witness Training Program
Program

3rd & 4th March 2017
Sydney, venue to be confirmed

DAY 1 – Friday 3rd March 2017

8.00am Welcome and Pre-reading Refresher

8.15am Expectation of a witness from a Solicitor
- What a lawyer is seeking in a report
- Complying with a subpoena
- Differences between a solicitor and a barrister

9.15am Expectation of a witness from a Barrister
- The practice of giving evidence in court

10.15am Morning Tea

10.45am Expectation of a witness from a Judge
- Admissibility of evidence
- Differences between ‘hearsay’, fact and opinion
- What the judge seeks from an expert witness

11.45pm Requirements of an Expert Witness - Prof. Roy Beran
- What the expert witness needs from the lawyer
- Preparation for court

12.45pm Lunch

1.45pm Courtroom Moot (5.00pm finish)

DAY 2 – Saturday 4th March 2017

9.00am Courtroom Moot

10.30am Morning Tea

10.50am Courtroom Moot resumes

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Courtroom Moot resumes

3.00pm Course Close

In each session there will be time for questions and answers and commentary on selected case
reports by each speaker.
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